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Medicine on the Edge: Luso-Asian
Encounters in the lsland of Chiloane, Sofala

Cristiona Bostos ond Ana Cristino Roque

lntroduction

In this chapter we address colonial perceptions of African botanical
knowledge and healing practices as expressed in the writings of two
different social actors, both connected with the Portuguese empire
in the Indian Ocean, both living in the island of Chiloane (Sofala,
Mozambique) in the 1870s: Arthur Ignacio da Gama, a graduate
of the Medical School of Goa (India) placed in Sofala in 1,876;
and Ezequiel da Silva, a third-generâtion Portuguese local teacher
whose ancestors had first movecl from Portugal to Macau (China)
and from there to Mozarnbique. lØe analyze their writings within
the context of the shifting European imperial politics in Africa and
within a large-scale circulation of people, things, elements of knowl-
edge, practices, and experiences across the Indian Ocean. They stand
for distinct styles of circulation through the Indian Ocean: Arthur
Ignacio da Gama was part of a flow of Goan skilled professionals
who sought work outside Goa and saw themselves as part of a proj-
ect of civilizing the world using moclern standards, European medi-
cine among them; Ezequiel da Silva belonged to the more mobile
group of Indian-Ocean-born Eurodescendants who lived close to
local populations ancl used local knowledge for practical purposes,
including healing.
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Goan Physicians and Empire

Between 1842 and 1961, hundreds of young men and a rnuch smaller
number of women studied rneclicine, surgery, or pharmacy in the
Medical School of Goa. After graduation, many of them served in
the Portuguese colonial health services in Asia and Africa, in places

like Macau, in China, the eastern section of the island of Timor near
Australia, the Cape Verde islands in the mid Atlantic, the SØest Africa
coast of Guinea, or, in larger numlrers, Angola and Mozambique
(Figure 7.1 ). Regardless of what might have been the personal motiva-
tion behind each of the individual trajectories, the collective endeavor
of Goar-r physicians in Africa during the nineteenth century would later
be celebrated as a pillar of the Portuguese empire. In oral lore, in ¡rub-
lic ceremonies, or in print, Goan doctors were depicted as those who
had been out there where no one else wanted to be, risking their lives
for the safety of the troops and for the noble mission of treating the
indigenous populations. Rather than products of empire, Goan physi-
cians were presentecl âs agents of empire-building. Such views were
soiemnly expressed at the centennial anniversary celebrations of the
medical school in 1942.1
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Given the political armosphere of the 1940s, it is not surprising that
the government-appointed directors of the school chose to cheer, cel-
ebrate, and befriend the Portuguese adminjstration, prescnt and past,
rather than criticize it. Indian nationalism was at its peak, the British
rule in the subcontinent was near the end, and Goa was thcn-after
having been neglected to quasi-irrelevance through the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries-under pressure to take advantage of its con-
nections to Portugal and keep away from the surrounding upheav-
als. lØhen India became a new nation, in 1947, Goa remained one
odd "Portuguese pirnple on the face of Mother India," as in the quote
attributecl to Nehru. Neither diplomac¡ nor the nationalist struggle of
the satyagrahas through the 1950s, or international pressure, changed
the stubborn position of Salazar's Portugal; the annexation to the
Indian Union occurred only in 1,961,, after a display of military power
followed by peaceful surrender. In 1987, Goa became a state of the
Indian Union, after a referendum (the 1967 Opinion Poll) in which
Goans showed their preference for remaining a small state rather than
merging with Maharashtra.2

Back in the 1940s, Goa was ât the crossroads of major changes
in world politics. The Portuguese administration insisted on follow-
ing an idiosyncratic path against decolonization and presented empire
as an imagined transcontinental community in which different identi-
ties happily combined with one another and merged in a single des-
tiny. Goa was assigned a prominent role in that imagined community.
Goa was the evidence that West and East could meet. Goa evoked the
golden age of sea trade, great churches, and heroes like Vasco da Gama
and Francis Xavier. Lusotropicalism, the ideological cement fabricated
in the 1950s and adopted in the 1960s by the Portuguese just at the
moment when the European empires were collapsing for good, was
yet to be available with its repertory of friendly colonialism and of
Portuguese easy wâys in the tropics.3 In the L940s, the rhetoric of
empire was still about conquest, precedence, braver¡ and the civilizing
mission. Those were also the key words in the speeches made at the
centennial of the medical school.

It is not clear whether those who actually served in the African
health services were imbued with the sense of mission that was later
attached to their trajectories. Did they choose serving in Africa and
caring for the African bodies and souls, or was their route more of a

contingency? Did they take sides with the Portuguese and feel that they
were treated like equals in a shared mission of civilizing by colonizing,
or were they treated as colonial subjects and kept in secondary roles?

On other occasions, we have addressed the ambiguities experienced by
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Figure 7.1 Indian Ocean map showing Chiloane, Goa, and Macau
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Goan doctors in Africa. In this chapter we read further into the writing
of one of those doctors, Arthur Ignacio da Gama, and compare him
with his contemporary Ezequiel da Silva. Both men lived in the island
of Chiloane (Sofala) during the 1870s.4

Arthur Gama: A Christian Brahmin from
the Goa Medical School

Arthur Ignacio da Gama was born in 1851 inVerna, Salcete, into a

family of Christian Brahmins. He attended medical school in nearby
Panjim and graduated in 1875.5 Although we do not know enough
about his childhood and teenage years to assert wh¡ when, and if
he wanted to become a doctor, we know that it was a choice of elec-
tion among the social group with the peculiar reference of Christian
Brahmins, about whom some comment should be made.

Christianized since the sixteenth century, when pressured by the
Portuguese to convert or otherwise leave their land-which some pre-
ferred to do, and fled to the neighboring counties6-many families
had adopted the language, religion, clothing, architecture, and tastes
of the Portuguese, while keeping relatively intact their role in the local
social hierarchies. Christian Brahmins represented the upper crust
of the accommodation between the European wâys and the caste-
evoking traditional social hierarchy. Highly influential in the Catholic
Church, Brahmins competed with the Chardo, another prominent,
caste-evoking group that wâs influential in other spheres, and with
the small rninority of Luso-descendants, who claimed direct lineage
from the ruling Portuguese and received the highest privileges in the
administration.T

Some Christian Brahmins had long been familiar with medicine,
by learning from their elders, from assisting Portuguese physicians
and surgeons in the military or religious hospitals, or yia one-on-
one transmission of knowledge by the head physician in charge. The
institutionalizatíon of the Medical School of Goa-which should
be credited to this group, who provided the majority of the student
body-should be seen as one step in this process, râther than an initia-
tive of the Portuguese administration.s Partly a continuation of a long
process, and partly a rupture with the past and an âttempt to endorse
European modernit¡ the school allowed no compromise with tradi-
tional medicines (Figure 7.2).Wh,atever might have been the students'
previous knowledge of local healing traditions, they were supposed
to leaye it outside the walls of the Maquineses palace, where, in the

A ¡oss¿ Frcol¡, nåo é o ûiste êdif¡cio plôntôdo i mårgem do M¿ndov,. Náo !åÕ
ås iuås divi5ó65 intårnas æbret e monóton¿r, que o c€racterizam E à ruð evÕluçáo
lenlð ðås progrêsiva j é a voz dor seus profelrores vieos ou.noilo, que nela tr¿ba
lh¡rôð! trabålh¡m ôihdåt é o ê€o de¡sa¡ vozes que ¡a'ndo de um obscuro cantrnho
roam pelo mundo r¡lairo. Ê estê o facho iuminoso que ma¡cå a 5ua existêñc¡ð d!
rane ete longo periodo êo meio de de¡rocada dås ånt€as conqu,stås ¿firn,êndo
ainda c bendirendo a glóriâ dG uñt îsçåopeq!€ns no seu territónô ós! grande na

sðlvé, Escola Médicâ d€ Goa, måe carinhosa qus ¿mbàla¡tos nor vossor braços
6morosor l¿ntor filhor que na ruô pótrið € n¿¡ duar Áft'øs deram o melhor rJo çeu

*forço parr .mpôrô. ¡ vidå d6 tantot pionêios då c¡vrh¡åçåo.

Nirguém * leñbra hoþ dos obscuros ioldados. mâs irso pou€o impotð S€n
ti.d às ondôi ftg¡dorô: do ódro o malquerenga mas falará mais alto seu verd¿de'ro
dorøimento. O facho de glório da Ê¡cola Médica. nåo ôstó nst måos deste nem
daqæle ; somo:todos nó¡ os cor¡e<Jores do lucano. alumiando o caminho dc pôssado
do pr€sntea dô futuro, .m obo út¡l ê proveito3a À huúùôidad€. Somo: como ¿s

abelhar quo na colmeia fab¡icm em sílêncio o mê|, e nenhuma se arroga o drrerto ¡
p.im¡¡,¡ ¡o tæb¡lho. A glória da Escola MËrtis de Go¡ é ¿ glória dã N¿çáo nelte
reñolo O¡ie¡tâ. Ê' o eco do parsado æomodado às atrcuñlànci¿i prè5entes no
ooinho do pÞgc$o.

Eodt¡ ¿ nos¡¡ Ëscoia Médic¡ n¡ ¡ua snb ctu!ôdå I

Woli-ñao d¡ Etlv¡

( Dd Àlocdç¡d profdidâ t{lo Caotcn{íÒ dù llsóla )

ßigure7,2 Medical School of Goa

Source: l. Pacheco and D. E. Figueiredo (7960), Escola Médico-Cirurgica de Goa-Esboço
Hi stórico (Bastorá: Tipografi a Rangel)

annex of the military hospital, facing the Mandovi River, the school
had functioned since its foundationin1"842. Meanwhile, life went on
beyond the school walls, and head physicians reported that students
and graduates were so immersed in local healing that they would
rather use traditional medicines when sick and, sometilnes, included
them in their clinical practice.e

\üe do not know if the young Arthur Gama had much exposure to
traditional medicines before he attended medical school. Síe do know
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they were not encouraged in its all-European curriculum, fashioned
after those of the Medical-Surgical Schools of Lisbon and Porto,
which had started in 1836, offering â modern, hands-on training, as

opposed to the old scholastic ways of the legendary University of
Coimbra.

rühether Arthur had hands-on training or sat through a more scho-
lastic type of teaching is debatable. There is evidence that students
objectecl to using their hands in general and in dissections in particu-
lar; faculty members condescendingly accommodated themselves to
the use of anatomical models rather than human corpses, which, they
claimed, were in shortage at the hospital.l0 Therefore, it is likely that
Arthur did not have to perform dissections as pârt of his schoolwork
routine. He attended classes lectured in Portuguese by Portuguese-born
professors or by Goan doctors trained in Portugal; he took his exams
in Portuguese, after studying French, Portuguese, or English textbooks,
and used supplies shipped from Europe. He learned what was learned
in Europe, and came out of school with a degree in European medi-
cine. Then he went on to Africa.

From Goa to Mozambique

Besides Africa, what other options were there for the graduates of the
Medical School of Goa? Not that many. Some of Arthur's classmates
would never even prâctice medicine; a number of them went into the
public administration, something that a college degree-regardless
of its discipline-helped make possible.ll Opening a local clinic was
hardly viable; at the time, not even the higher-ranking Portuguese-
certified physicians stationed in India could make their living from
the earnings of a private prâctice. They complained that there was not
enough local clientele for their services, noting that most people would
rather go to traditional healers, and the only clients for European med-
icine were the few Portuguese residents who felt entitled to be treated
for free by their compatriots.12

Entering a career as a rnilitary physician was a more likely option for
the graduates of the Medical School of Goa, and many of them found
that this path led them to distant locations in Asia and Africa. Some
of their routes followed preexisting paths and connections through
the Indian Ocean and into the Atlantic, with Portugal as one possible
destination, but also including Bomba¡ the Gulf, and other parts of
the world as viable places to settle, serve, come back from, and even-
tually go back to, in one or another's generation. These trajectories
followed broadly the routes framed by Engseng Ho for the centuries-
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old spread of Muslim families throughout the Indian Ocean, as well
as those recently depicted in detail by Pamila Gupta, Selma Carvalho,
and Stella Mascarenhas-Keyes for Goan diasporas in Mozambique,
the Gulf, and East Africa.13

Among the many routes across the Indian Ocean, the path to the
coast of Mozambique had been attracting generations of Goans and
other populations from the northwestern coast of India.la Mozambique
had been under the jurisdiction of Goa until the eighteenth century
and many Goan families extended their trans-Indian Ocean networks
into the eastern coast of Africa; when João Julião da Silva referred to
the district of Sofala, he listed Goans as regular residents.l5

Collating a number of different sources for the nineteenth century,
we were able to identify 40 graduates of the Medical School who held
official positions in the health services in Mozambique (see âppen-
dixT.L).Willingly or unwillingly, they provided a steady workforce at
a relatively low cost for the Portuguese government, given that their
training had mostly been self-financed and their earnings were mea-
ger. Goan graduates were kept in secondary positions and could only
progress in their careers if they went for further training in Portugal-
which most did not. Many complained about what they regarded
as an intrinsically unfair system that made them eternal subalterns,
regardless of their quality.l6 Adding insult to injur¡ some had to work
under Portuguese supervisors who scorned their medical degrees and
laced their comments with anti-Asian prejudice.lTDespite these diffi-
culties, the idea that Goans would provide the ideal workforce for
the Portuguese health services in Africa was first suggested by a Goan
doctor; not just any doctor, but Rafael Antonio Pereira (1847-1.91.6),

a Benaulim-born Christian Brahmin who studied medicine in Portugal
and returned to Goa, where he attained higher positions and directed
the medical services between 1884 and 1893. At a time when the
school was under siege and the Portuguese administration considered
closing its doors, Rafael Pereira developed an argument about the spe-

cial qualities of Goan doctors for the colonial services: they were the
best intermediaries between Europeans and Africans, knowledgeable
enough to be the carriers of civilization, and accustomed to tropical
harshness and illnesses.ls The same line of argument was later pre-

sented to the Portuguese parliament in favour of the Medical School
of Goa-with success.le

Yet before Goan physicians were defined as the doctors of empire in
Africa, their lives in the colonial outposts were often random experi-
ences of disorder and improvisation under harsh conditions and with
little support from the colonial administration. It was largely on his
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own, albeit carrying a sense of mission, that Arthur Gama acted when
he took his position Chiloane, in 1.876, at the young age oÍ 25, where
he would stay until his premarure death in 1882.

Into the lsland of Chiloane

The capital of the Sofala District was transferred from the main-
land port of Sofala to the Island of Chiloane, located nine leagues
southward, in the year 1860, owing to environmental constraints and
political instability that included warfare and retaliation by African
groups.20 Portuguese sailors had been using the island as an alter-
native to the mainland port of Sofala since the mid-sixteenth cen-
tur¡ but there was no political or military role assigned to the place
(Figure 7.3). Described in the sources as of "six leagues north and
south, and the same eâst and west,"21 it was either presented as a

potentially welcoming location for settlers, with its deep and sheltered
ba¡ well supplied with pastures, fish, wood, and plant resources, or as

a barren desert with no comparison to the fruitful land of the conti-
nent where people had their farms. In the absence of an official census,
it is believed that until the 1860s the island was inhabited seasonally
by fishermen or used âs â sort of trade station, for transshipment and
distribution of goods, by local traders. In 1890, there were about three
thousand people in the place, of which fifty were classified âs "white"'

Figure 7.3 The Harbor and Islands of Chiloane (IICT-CDI-0483-19521. (courtesy
of the Historical Overseas Archive [AHU] and the Tropical Research Institute [IICT],
Lisbon.)
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there were eight European-descent "children of the land," plus some

Luso-Asian families, while the majority were drawn from the indig-
enous population.22

\lhen Arthur Ignacio da Gama was appointed to Chiloane, in
1876,he was estranged by what he considered its wilderness, and did
not abstain from exhibiting his impressions in the official report.23 In
contrast with Ezequiel da Silva's appreciative depictions of the place
(see infra), Gama's writings were all about disillusionment with the
local lack of infrastructure, lack of civilization, lack of perspectives,
and lack of viability. He suggested that the Portuguese administra-
tion should not insist on colonizing the place, which might better be

left to the clouds of insects that emanated from its swamps.24 In his

opinion, there were more appropriate environments for settlers in the
mainland; he did not refer to the reasons why the capital had moved to
the island in the first place. The Portuguese would indeed move back
to the mainland in due time; in 1.892, the capital of Sofala wâs trans-
ferred to Chiveve, renamed City of Beira in 1907, which would have

a notorious future as Mozambique's second city. Gama would not live
to see the new capital: he died in 1882, succumbing to the fevers that
plagued the island.

Ahead of Gama were the many tasks assigned to colonial physi-
cians. They had to handle the patients-mostly soldiers and settlers,
as the indigenous populations were reluctant about receiving medical
care from the Portuguese;2s they had to report to their superiors in the

Ministry of Navy the morbidity and mortality figures; and they had to
provide an inventory of the causes behind the health conditions in the
place, according to the prevailing beliefs on the influence of climate
on human health. Apart from these duties, they also had to act as

naturalists and gather scientific data, samples, and objects; they had

to observe, collect, and report on zoological, botanical, and mineral-
ogical matters. They were required to send specimens, plants, grains,
seeds, and whatever objects might be of interest to the museums and
scientific collections of the kingdom-such as the Real Gabinete de

História Natural da Aiuda in Lisbon, the institution that later evolved
into the Museum of Natural History.26

People in the position of Gama were pressured to compile, amass,

and report, not just for the sake of knowledge as a goal, but also

because knowledge was a commodity in the inter-European compe-

tition for the political and economic control of Africa. Lisbon was

a center of knowledge compilation, with multiple outsourced data
gâtherers, but the whole endeavor did not match up to the ambitious
claims held by Portuguese governments for Africa. Colonial officers in
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the field were required to help fill the gaps. Explorers sponsored by the
Geographical Society had the mandate to map river sources, moun-
tains, and potential mines.27 Practicing physicians had to compile local
knowledge on plants and remedies. In a booklet clearly made for the
purpose of inter-European competition, Joaquim Almeida Cunha, an
officer of the colonial administration in Mozambique, gathered the
knowledge on medical plants that had been compiled in the first place
by Ezequiel da Silva in Chiloane.28

Arthur Ignacio da Gama did not show much personal interest in
the medical uses of local plants. He wrote the report using secondhand
knowledge, for, he claimed, he could not afford the time to go out in
the field to collect data when he was needed as a doctor in what was
often a life-and-death struggle. He was neither eâger to survey, collect,
and report on the minerals, flora, and fauna, nor to know the indig-
enous peoples close enough to report their lifestyles and ship their
artifâcts into some distant Etrropean destination; he was not trained
as a knowledge-collector, but as a doctor, who did not rrade his place
at the patient's bedside for the outdoors, wandering for bits and pieces
that might, or might not, be relevant for humankind.2e

For someone who was so nonchalant about data collecting, Gama's
depiction of the healing rituals practiced by the indigenous peoples of
Chiloane is impressive-making it a sort of ethnomedical narrative all
too similar to those produced in the twentieth century. He depicted
the role of the "inhamessoro" (nyamasoro), the people's quest for
hís or her services, the sort of afflictions they brought to the healers,
the worldview they espoused, the instruments, gestures, dress code,
sounds, smokes, substances, and other material elements involved in
diagnosis and treatment. He also made an attempt to attribute mean-
ing to all these things. His prejudice, though, was parenr all through
the narration. Gama could not help but formally distance himself from
traditional healing, perhaps as a good child of his alma mater, perhaps
as someone who had to always emphasize, more than others who took
it for granted, his Europeaness and his commitment to civilization and
science.

Trying to be objective, yet unsympathetic, Gama displayed his
prejudice against African islanders' lifestyles, which he regarded as
marked by a negligent attitude of living for the moment, founded
upon what we would refer to today as gender inequities: women had
to perform all the hard labor, and men measured their wealth by the
number of wives they controlled.3O Gama's opinions seem ro accord
with the established views about Africans held by Portuguese settlers,
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administrators, and missiolaries. \íhat stands out in his writings is

that despite his distance and disdain for empirical work, he provides a

detailed, ethnographic-like account of African healing. Could he have

obtained it from Ezequiel da Silva, who was so immersed in the local
life to the point of being depicted as a Ganga, the "halfway witch-doc-
tor," by the officer Cunha in 1883? Or perhaps from Cunha himself?
With no record of their interaction, we can only guess by comparing
their writings-and conclude that Gama's depiction is a much more
diluted and impressionist approach to local knowledge than that of
Ezequiel, who was fully immersed in local culture.

Plants, Healing, and Knowledge

It is unlikely that in such a small place as Chiloane Arthur Ignacio
da Gama and Ezequiel da Silva never met, as both were part of the
inner circle of those upon whom the Portuguese authorities relied' The
Portuguese community living in Sofala had always been quite small.'11

People from Portugal (reinóis) were very few and most of those who
qualified as Portuguese had first gone to India or Macau before set-

tling in Sofala. There were also convicts or prisoners, who did not
represent mainstream European culture. In other words, the local
Portuguese community was sociall¡ culturall¡ and historically distant
from Europe; they might rather be regarded as belonging to the Indian
Ocean'Vlorld (IO\ø). Unlike Gama, who had come from India imbued
with a sense of mission about rescuing and "civilizing" Africans, peo-
ple like Ezequiel did not feel obliged to follow any external agenda
regarding the indigenous peoples-in fact, Ezequiel and his folks were
regarded by the Portuguese authorities as halfway natives who shared
much of the lifestyle of the actual indigenous population.

Ezequiel was the son of Zacarias Herculano da Silva, who began

his career as a military man in Sofala in 1810. His grandfathers were

João Julião da Silva, a second-generation Portuguese who was born in
Macau in1769 and moved to Sofala in 1'790, and Francisco Honorato
da Costa, who in the early níneteenth century had been director of
the "Cassange fair," a trading post in the Cuango, Angola. Ezequiel's

family was closely connected to the Portuguese colonial administra-
tion, like many others; unlike many others, however, was their pro-
found knowledge of Africa and of the experience of the IO\ü. Joining
the Portuguese administration at a young age, Ezequiel da Silva took
the position of schoolteacher in Chiloane. He was aheady there when
Ignacio da Gama was appointed to Sofala.
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Besides their differences in social background and education,
Ignacio and Ezequiel had different worldviews and different atti-
tudes about the place they were in and the people who lived there.
Ignacio was â passerby; Ezequiel was a resident. Ignacio was an out-
side observer; Ezequiel was part of the community. Those different
positions are apparent in the ways they observe and describe the
island of Chiloane, its characteristics, resources, and potentialities.
The worthless, unsuitable island described by Ignacio is referred to
by Ezequiel da Silva as a complex ecosystem, providing different
resources that local people knew how to use and capitalize upon.32
Unlike Ignacio's, Ezequiel's observations were the direct result of his
own knowledge of the region. He combined observation and living
experier-rce in a continuous learning process legitimized by local tra-
ditional uses and practices. Therefore he was able to look far beyond
the "poor lancls of Chiloane," identifying resources and potentiali-
ties, namel¡ medicinal herbs and plants that, once analyzed, could
come to integrate the Western pharmacopoeia and be a source of
income for the colony.33

Informing on the different medicinal herbs and plants existing in the
island of Chiloane, Ezequiel da Silva provides data on the local ecosys-
tem and specific different habitats-sandy lands, sandy dry lands, wet-
lands, sandy wetlands, mangroves, beaches, and coastal lagoons-all
of them testifying to the island's biodiversity and his own knowledge
on the territory. For this reason Cunha refers to him as a Ganga, the
"graduate healer," the one to be consulted whenever the community
had a health or a political problem.3a \ü/hen informing on traditional
knowledge and practices related to the knowledge, identification, and
use of medicinal flora, Ezequiel shows how he was ân insider to local
culture. Moreover, he supplies additional information on the way peo-
ple exploit and manage the local natural resources. This "being part of
the group" became essential either to report uses and prove its effec-
tiveness or to substantiate traditional knowledge.

As a physician and having to face the many difficulties related to
the operability and effectiveness of the health servíces in Mozambique
(lack of funds to guarantee basic operating services, lack of facilities,
lack of human and technical resources, and lack of medicines), Gama
gave priority to clinical observations, seeking to act according to his
scientific background and neglecting â more empirical approach to the
local medical solutions. This approach would have required long-term
research, for which he had no time to spare and was not convinced
would be worthwhile. 35
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Thus, although both Ignacio and Ezequiel looked into the problems
of disease and healing, their perspectives were rather different. Ignacio
advocated the defense of scientific medicine and its role as a vector
of civilization; whether or not he might be personally sympathetic
to traditional healing, or even exposed to it outside medical school,
his formal training was all about rejecting the argument that non-
European knowledge might be valual'rle and effective; for him, only
European medicine should be supported, used, and promoted. In such
a corner of the world, with so many adversaries, he might have felt
that his task was immense and perhaps he was alone as the paladin of
scientific medicine. Unlike lgnacio, Ezequiel was well âware of his lack
of "scientific training" in medicine; on the other hand, he hacl a pro-
found knowledge of the place, its resources, and the uses people made

of them-particularly in the field of herbal medicine. He stressed the

importance of making a rigorotts and systematic survey of the local
medicinal-pharmaceutical flora, which recluired learning about its uses

from the local practitioners; the results of such research, he foresaw,

would have an impact not only in Sofala and Mozambique but also in
the other Portuguese overseas territories and even in Europe.36

This particular position of Ezequiel does not mean he completely
supported the healing practices performed by the local healers. In fact,
though he understood the role of the healers in the communit¡ he

was very critical of their performance and even doubted that their
prâctices could be aptly named medicine, although he referred to them
as "Kaffir medicine."37 He distinguished clearly between the healer's
performance and the healing properties of certain plants when applied
to practical situations. He regarded the healers' procedures with sus-

picion; only in a very few situations did he consider the efficacy of
the way the healer acted. As for the medicines used, they were worth
considering because they proved to be effective.3s

'SØhile pointing out the lack of a pharmacopoeia in the Slestern

sense and the difficulty of compiling recipes in the absence of preestab-

lished doses, Ezequiel's work combined modern scientific methods of
registry and collection of samples for study (Figure 7.4 andTable 7.1')

with traditional procedures of diagnosis and treatment.3e
Ezequiel's work reveals a profound knowledge of Sofala's natural

environment and of the local phytotherapeutic practices based on the

perceived relationship between disease, plant, and habitat of occur-

rence. His aim was to identify possible solutions for health problems
both in Sofala and in other regions under Portuguese rule. He collected

and identified 74 different specimens of medicinal herbs and plants
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Table 7.1 Registry table fo¡ the collected samples. Reproduction of the table used

by Ezequiel da Silva for the registry of the medicinal herbs and plants collected (AHU
Manuscript, fl.8v-9)

Number of plants providing these samples 3
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Root
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Resin

Pounds
Ounces
Octaves

Pounds
Ounces
Octaves

Pounds
Ounces
Octaves

Pounds
Ounces
C)ctâves

1\

/.J /'

'.t /

Bark
Designation of the species

of the several samples
and weight

Figure 7.4 Excerpt from the registry book of the plant samples collected by Ezequiel
da Silva (1883), IICI AHU, Códice-SEMU_2186. (courtesy of the Historical Overseas
Archive [AHU] and the Tropical Research Institute [ICT], Lisbon.)

used in Chiloane and Sofala District, and compiled the different reci-
pes listed in 1883 by Cunha in his booklet.a0

As often acknowledged, "one could take considerable advantages
from the use of most of these medici¡ss"-¿¡d thus he advocated the
use of the local medicinal flora and its study (including both plant
potentialities and habitat of occurrence), assuming that certain health
problems, in other regions, could be avoided with the introduction of
specific medicinal plants that did not grow nâturally there.al

Ezequiel illustrated this point with the cases of Durura, Ch icarafunda,
Gambacamba, and Mutiuari. Durura and Chicarafunda, if introduced
into regions with similar habitats, could provide possible solutions to
decrease the neonatal mortality rate. That could be the case for the
Inhambane District (south of Sofala), noted Ezequiel, who knew that
none of those plants were growing there either because he had the
opportunity to go there or because he had a good informant on rhose
matters.42

As for Gambacamba and Mutiuari, introducing them to other
areas could provide good local substitutes for the marshmallow roots
(Abhaea officinalis) and the extract of liquorice (Glycyrrhiza glabra),
thereby minimizing the constant failures of these drugs in the pharma-
cies of hospitals and health care centers.

Knowing the diversity and specificity of each habitat and the way
it influences the occurrence or absence of certain species and, con-
sequently, the fact that they are used there or not, Silva underlines
that the use of each plânt for the treatment of a specific disease is

Local name Goche

Type and habitat Trailer with long and rough leaves living in sandy areas

Areas of ocurrence Chilluane Island and Sofala

Quantities used

Root

Bark

Leave

Resin

Pounds

Ounces

Octaves

Pounds

Ounces

Octaves

Pounds

Ounces

Octaves

Pounds

Ounces

Octaves

Medicinal vi¡tues Fevers, marsh-fevers, and urinary problems

Preparation and
application

Decoction of the leaves, branches, and roots. Drink hot for
the fevers and cold for the urinary problems

Efficient ¡esults in both cases though it seems that it is not
relevant the fact it is taken hot o¡ cold. The reason I mention

this is because I was told these were the right procedures

accordingly to each disease.

C)bse¡vations
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an important part of the cultural heritage of each communit¡ thus
revealing both a solid knowledge of the local natural resources and the
capacity of using them to solve their basic needs.a3 This explained how,
in a small island such as Chiloane, the inhabitants of the sandy lands
knew that the leaves and flowers oÍ Muanga (Gynandropsis gynandra)
(Figure 7.5) would heal fevers associated with colds, while those liv-
ing in the mangroves of the same island, where Muanga do not occur,
knew that Mutungumuja leaves would cure the same symptoms.a4
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All these references underline what is common knowledge based

on life experience and traditional use, complementing the more spe-

cific know-how of the traditional healei that no community can
decline, with that of each specific habitat, so that people find dif-
ferent solutions to solve trivial daily problems always in view of
preserving their balance and welfare as a community. Just as in
Paracelsus's saying that "each country has specific diseases and
for each country nature provide[s] the solution to heal them,"46
Ezequiel's findings reveal different types of herbs and plants with
medicinal virtues-in wetlands, salt-marshy areas, dried, or sandy
lands. These herbs were applied to solve or slow down the most
common ailments and diseases.

Concluding Note

In brief, in the context of establishing the Portuguese colonial rule
in Mozambique there is evidence that many âctors-Africans,
Europeans, Luso-Africans, and Luso-Asians-were involved in dif-
ferent forms of knowledge exchanges, some of them with therapeu-
tic value. The brief analysis of two different colonial actors who
lived at the same time in the island of Chiloane, Sofala, and referred
to local knowledge of plants and healing practices, show that the
scope of interactions across the Indian Ocean is multisided, complex,
and irreducible to a monolithic understanding of the relationship
between colonizers and colonized, foreigners and locals, and exter-
nal and indigenous knowledge. Arthur Ignacio da Gama went to
Mozambique like many of his Goan peers-a colonial subject born
into a local elite, achieved higher education in Goa, and started his

career in colonial medicine by serving in Africa. In Africa he enacted
Europeanness and expressed reservations regarding the lifestyles
of local populations, their healing practices, and their knowledge
about them-ât least, those that he got to partially know. Ezequiel
da Silva, on the other hand, was a third-generation Eurodescendant
whose grandparents had been crossing the Indian Ocean and serving
the empire in several locations. He lived closer to local populations
and adopted much of their knowledge-particularly in matters of
potentially healing plants, which he compiled carefully. Ezequiel had
no higher training, yet he used his skills and proximity to the local
population to gather knowledge and make it available to the colonial
and European circles, which used them in ways that are yet to be

known in detail and deserve further research.
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Figure 7..5 Gynandropsis gynandra

Source: Hermann Herbarium, Natural History Museun, London (http://wwwnhm.ac.uk/research-
curation/research/projects/hermann-herbarium/search/detail.dsml?PageBarcode=000594432) a5
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Appendix 7.1: The Flow of Medical Graduates from
Goa Serving in Mozambique

Sources include Peregrino da Costa's publications about Goan phy-
sicians in the overseas medical services (Costa, 1943, 1943a, 1944,
1957,1,957a) and manuscripts from the Overseas Historical Archives:
AHU, sala 12, fndia-Informações anuais 18 5 6-7907, 207 0, "Mapp¿
dos Empregados de Saude no Estado da India no dia 30 de Setembro
de 1863", Eduardo de Freitas e Almeida (físico mor do Estado da
Índia); AHU, sala 12, india-Informações anuais, 1856-1907, 2070,
"Relação nominal por graduação e antiguidade dos facultativos e

pharmaceuticos do quadro de saude do Estado da India, a quem dizem
respeito as informações juntas, referidas ao dia 31 de dezembro de
1898," 21,-01,-1899 (ass. ilegível); AHU, sala \2, fndia-Informações
anuais, 1856-1907,2070, "Relação nominal por graduação e anti-
guidade dos officiaes do quadro de saúde d'este Estado, a quem dizem
respeito as informações juntas referidas ao dia 31 de dezembro de

1900," 1901 (ass. ilegível); AHU, sala 12, fndia-Informações anu-
ais 1856-1907,2070, "Relação dos facultativos e pharmaceuticos do
quadro de saude, cirurgiões militares e sârgentos ajudantes e primeiros
sargentos da companhia de saude, com informações referidas a 31 de
dezembro de 1901", José Maria da Costa Alvares (chefe do serviço de
saúde); AHU, sala 1.2, indía-informações anuais 18 5 6-1907, 207 0,
nModelo n.'1 (Regulamento disciplinar do exercito). Quadro de saude
do Estado da India. Informação annual referida ao facultativo de 1."
classe abaixo mencionado [Miguel Caetano Dias] ", Rafael António
Pereira (Chefe do serviço de saúde) 11,8971; AHU, sala 3,Liv. 53-5202
N." V." 450, Livro Mestre-processos individuais fÍndia 1859-1,91,2].
AHU, sala 3, Liv. 62-5207 N.o V.o 455, Livro Mestre-processos
individuais [Moçambique 1 883-1 896].

Name Year of Place of birth in Coa
graduation

António Francisco Pais

João José Salvador Crisóstomo de Figueiredo

José Dionísio Car¡eiro de Sousa e Faro
Martinho da Paixão Xavier Soares

Aleixo Caetano de Sousa

André Eustáquio Francisco Mo¡rteiro

José Agostinho Maria de Sousa

Cláudio Henrique Barreto
Aureliano José de Assunção Rodrigues
António Higino Xavier Faria

João Olegário Pestaninho da Veiga

Claudino António da Silva

Damasceno Isaac da Costa
Artur Inácio da Gan-ra

Agostinho Gabriel Arcanjo Salustiano Pinto
António Mariano Gabriel do Rosário e Sousa

Câetâno Francisco Dias
Custódio Joaquim Barreto Xavier
Aristides Luciano Ëva¡isto de Menezes

Bahazar Custódio Epifânio de Sá

Jesús Octaviano José Pedro Lobo
Roque Francisco Gonçalves

Pedro Paulo Fe¡miano de Sousa

Caetano Paulo Maria de Melo
Hipólito Cassiano Xavier do Rêgo

Servinio Agostinho Colaço
Luis Caetano de Santana Á,lvares

António Maria da Cunha

João Mariano Gonzaga
Francisco Xavier de Brito
António Francisco Zacarias Dias
Adriano José Ernesto Couto
António Carneiro de Sousa e Faro
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Name Year of Pløce of birth in Goa
graduation

1 854

1 854
1 859
1 859
1861
1861
1870
1"87L

1872
1873
1874
1875
18 75
187 5

7876
1876
1877
1,878

1 880
18 80
18 81

18 81

1884
18 85

18 86
L887
1887
L887
1,889

1 889
1 890
1 890
18 93

Sangoldá, Bardez

Loutolim, Salcete

Ribandar, Ilhas
Loutolim, Salcete

Parra, Bardez

St.n Estêvão, Ilhas
Nova-Goa, Ilhas
Vernã, Salcete

Neurá,Ilhas
Loutolim, Salcete

Curtorim, Bardez
Ribandar, Ilhas
Navelim, Salcete

Verná, Salcete

Nova-Goa
Mapuçá, Bardez
Ibo (Moçambique)
Margão, Salcete

Batim, Ilhas
Betalbatim, Salcete

Calangute, Bardez
Santa-Cruz, Ilhas
Aldoná, Bardez
Saligão, Bardez
Santa-Cruz, Ilhas
Margão, Salcete

Margão, Salcete

Arporá, Bardez
Ibo (Moçambique)
Ibo (Moçambique)
Taleigão, Ilhas
Salvador, Bardez
Ribandar, Ilhas

Joaquim Francisco Colaço
Caitano António de Melo
Albino Pascoal da Rocha

José Francisco Cornélio Filipe Dias
Caetano Florêncio Colaço
Aleixo Mariano Fernandes

José António Miranda

Margão, Salcete

Mercês, Ilhas
Aldoná, Bardez
Margão, Salcete

Margão, Salcete

Piedade, Ilhas
Margão, Salcete
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Notes

1. The centennial speeches were compiled in the volume Escola Médica:
Comemorações centenárias (Bastorá: Rangel, 1955). Other important sources
are the writings of Dr. Pedro Joaquim Peregrino da Costa, a prolific narra-
tor of the role of Goan physicians in Africa: in 1.943, he published fwo arri-
cles titled "Médicos da Escola de Goa nos Quadros de Saúde das Colónias
(1853-1942Y' in the Boletim do Instituto Vasco da Gama (no, 57, pp. t-43
and no. 58, pp. 1-66); in'l"944, "Notas Biográficas de Médicos dos quadros
de Saúde das Colónias-Médicos pela Escola Médica de Nova Goa, pela
Universidade de Bombaim e pela Escola Médica de Goa, que repetiram o curso
nas Faculdades de Medicina de Portugal," in the volume Médicos da Escola de
Goa nos Quadros de Saúde das Cr¡lónias (1853 a 1942),published in Bastorá;
in t957, the articles "A Escola Médica de Goa e a sua Projecção na Índia

' Portuguesa e no Ultramar" and "Notas Biográficas e Relatórios dos Médicos
dos Quadros de Saúde do Ultramar só com o Curso da Escola Médica de Nova
Goa," both in the volume Escola Médico-Cirúrgica de Goa (1842-1957).For
a discussion on the topic, see C. Bastos (2006), "Goa em t942: A Retórica
do Império e as Ambiguidades do Nacionalismo," in Portugal Não É, um País

Pequeno: Pensar Império na Pós-Colonialidade, ed. M. R. Sanches (Lisboa:
Cotovia), pp.229-247.

2. There is a vast literature on the specificities of Goa--e.g. Teotonio de Souza
(1,9791, Medieual Goø (New Delhi: Concept); G. V. Scammell (1988), "The
Pillars of Empire: Indigenous Assistance and the Survival of the 'Estado da
India' c. '1600-1,700," Mr¡dern Asian Studies,2L: 473-489; Rowena Robinson
(1988), Conuersion, Continuity and Change: Liued Cbristianity in Southern
Goa (Delhi: Sage); Pratima Kamat (1999), Farar Far (Crossfire): Local
Resistance to Colonial Hegemony in Goa, 1510-1912 (Panaji: Institute
Menezes Braganza); Alexander Henn (2000), "The Becoming of Goa: Space
and Culture in the Emergence of a Multicultural Lifeworld," Lusotopie,333-
339; Ângela Barreto Xavier (2008) , A Inuenção de Goa (Lisboa: Imprensa
de Ciências Sociais); Robert Newman (2001), Of tJmbrellas, Goddesses, and
Dreams: Essays on Goan Culture and Society (Mapusa, Goa: Other India
Press). For a discussion on the referendum, see Ashley D'Mello, "Portuguese
Colonial History and Contemporary Goan Elections: Impact of the Catholic
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Church on the Electorâte," Lecture at Yale Universit¡ April 5,20L3, as part of
the Goa: A Postcolonial Society betøeen Cuhures conference (org' K. David

Jackson).
3. The ideological source of those politics is expressed in Marcelo Caetano

(1951), Colonizing Traditions, Principles and Metbods of the Portuguese
(Lisboa: Agência Geral das Colónias). For a discussion on the development
of the Portuguese ideologies of empire, see Claudia Castelo (19981,'O Modo
Português de Estar no Mundo': O Luso-Tropicalismo e a ldeologia Colonial
Portuguesa (19i3-1961) (Porto: Afrontamento); Omar R. Thomaz (20021,

Ecos do Atlântico Søl (Rio de Janeiro: Ed. UFRJ); Cristiana Bastos (2001), "O
Espelho de Goa: Paradoxos do Pantropicalismo Lusófilo de Gilberto Freyre,"

in Brasil-Portugal: Entre o Passado e o Futuro-O Diãlogo dos 500 Anos,

ed. Amélia Cohn, Aspásia Camargo, and Boaventura Sousa Santos (Rio de

Janeiro: ECM), pp. 133-148.
4. Arthur Ignacio da Gama (1879), Relatório da llha de Chilonane, capital de

Sofala, øpresentado pelo facuhatiuo de 2o classe em comissão do quadro de

saúde de Moçambique, Arthur Ignácio da Gama (1878), AHU 1506 DGU
5" Rep. Mç 1848-1890/Serviço de Saúde de Moçambique; Hermenegildo

Ezequiel da Silva (1884), Breues noções sobre a medicina cafreal do dis-

tricto de Sofatla (Chitluane, 4 de Março de 1884) Sociedade de Geografia

de Lisboa (SGL), Res.l-Pasta E-n"22 f1.8' Gama's report wâs preliminary
analyzed in C. Bastos 12004), "O Médico e o Inhamessoro: O Relatório do

Goês Arthur Ignacio da Gama em Sofala, 1879," in A Persistência da História:
Passado e Contemporaneidade em África, ed' C. Carvalho and J' P. Cabral
(Lisboa: Imprensa das Ciências Sociais), pp. 9t-tI7; and C. Bastos (2005)'

"Race, Medicine and the Late Portuguese Empire: The Role of Goan Colonial
Physicians," Journal of Romance Studies, 5 (1): 23-35. Ezequiel da Silva's

report was published and analyzed by A. C. Roque (2001), "'Breves Noções

sobre a Medicina Cafreal do Districto de Sofala' ou sobre o conhecimento que

os portugueses tinham das virtudes e usos das plantas e ervas medicinais na

costa sul oriental de Á,frica na segunda metade do séc. XIX," Anais de História

de Al ém- Mar, 2: 21:1"-27L

5. Using, as a source, the list of graduates provided by Peregrino da Costa, the

combination of family nâmes, and place of birth helps to identify the social

background of most graduates. See C. Bastos (2006), "4 Escola Médica de

Goa," in Os Portugueses e o Oriente, ed. Rosa MatiaPerez (Lisboa: Dom

Quixote), pp. 167-1,92; C. Bastos (2007), "Medical Hybridisms and Social

Boundaries: Aspects of Portuguese Colonialism in Africa and India in the

Nineteenth Century," Journal of Southern African Studies' 33 (41 767-782;
and C. Bastos (2010), "Medicine, Colonial Order and Local Action in Goa,"

in Crossing Colonial Historiographies, ed. Anne Digb¡ tù(/altraud Ernst, and

Proiit Mukharji (Newcastle: Cambridge Scholars), pp. I85-2L2.
6. Paul Axelrod and Michelle Fuerchs (1"996l, "Flight of the Deities: Hindu

Resistance in Portuguese Goa," Modern Asian Studies,3Ù 387421,.
7. See Maria Aurora Couto (2005), Goa: A Daughter's Story (Harmondsworth:

Penguin); and Â.ngela Barreto Xavier (2008), A Inuenção de Goa (Lisboa:

Imprensa de Ciências Sociais).
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